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Harvard Business Publishing

Who We Are

Corporate Learning
Blended leadership development 
programs, performance support tools, 
and strategic learning content for 
corporate and government managers at 
all levels.

Harvard Business Review
Breakthrough ideas for business leaders 
and professionals with rigorous insights 
and best practices to help them lead 
themselves and their organizations more 
effectively

Higher Education
The premier source for business 
education materials: cases, articles, 
book chapters, and elearning programs 
for instructors and students.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who is Harvard Business Publishing?What do we do?How we’re organizedSubsidiary of Harvard University & affiliate of Harvard Business SchoolNot-for-profit company founded in 1994 with a mission to “improve the practice of management and its impact in a changing world.”E-commerce company, publisher of HBR and HBR press, product development company, and learning services company.3 market groups: Higher Education, Corporate Learning, and Harvard Business Review Group.All three develop products and services. All of them have been adopting agile methods, in various flavors, beginning in 2013.
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Who I Am

Elizabeth Ross
Director, IT Business Systems
Enterprise Information Technology

HARVARD BUSINESS PUBLISHING
300 N. Beacon Street
Watertown, MA 02472
617-783-7432 office
hbr.org | harvardbusiness.org |

hbsp.harvard.edu

 Joined HBP in 2013
 Part of EIT Senior 

Management in 2014
 Career in enterprise software 

support, project management, 
and software development
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Concept

Write down intention
Review in 6 or 9 months
Did the results match your 

intentions?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I asked myself: Do I have anything new to say about an agile experience?I thought: This is what we do as a company, learn about new techniques and applications for management. How can we work better as an organization?I thought: I should use one of the frameworks we use and publish to think about the agile experience.My intentions for this presentation (and experience report):I want to use this experience to improve as a senior manager in an agile transformation.I want to share anything that might be useful to others in the same situation.And because I haven’t seen a lot of writing about agile transformation from this point of view, so I thought it might be interesting to those who are coming at it from another perspective as well.
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Background

 What were we doing before going agile?
• Functional managers directly managing people and work
• Managers meeting with every stakeholder and were escalation 

point for all work
• Everyone needed to be able to support any of our 70+ systems 

based on the next request
• People assigned to both projects and maintenance/enhancements 

and expected to do both

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I thought about showing a cartoon of people going up in flames here but restrained myself.Because not really that bad. It was manageable. We felt it could be better. People felt overwhelmed and we wanted to ease that pressure.Some groups within EIT already experimenting with agile, particularly Kanban. Some people had experience with other methods at previous companies.We were seeing good things coming out of the early experiments within EIT and from the product development teams who were playing scrum.
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Background

CIO

Director Director

Operations Services

Purchasing

Security Development

Project 
Management

QA & Release

System Analysis

Started with traditional work 
teams. Work would queue between 
teams. Work always flowed down 
from management.

Re-organized to 
cross-functional 
teams around 
portfolio of 
systems or 
services.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Decided not to “pilot” or keep experimenting with small teams. Decided to reorganize the department. Go “all in.”Created “practices” to replace traditional functional pools. Practice lead was both individual contributor on a team and now leading a community of practice.Retained HR reporting but Practice Lead no longer responsible for the work of the individual practice members.Teams organized around a portfolio of systems.Eliminated the Project Management role and created the Product Owner practice, so teams could play scrum, and so that product owner was responsible for working with stakeholders to determine value and priority for the team.
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Background

 What was the intention of “going Agile” for us?
 What were the intentions behind our decisions:

• Choosing Scrum or Kanban
• Staffing Scrum Masters
• Making Senior Management a team

 How did they play out?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With this background, I’d like to talk about 3 key decisions that impacted our transformation (I talk about more in the experience report). I’ll talk about the intention behind the decisions and how they played out. They are:Choosing Scrum or KanbanStaffing Scrum MastersMaking Senior Management a team- Important to add here that there are a lot of great results from our transformation, not least being the teams’ willingness to try experiments and a new way of working. I’m focusing on the unexpected outcomes, which can seem negative in this format, so I just wanted to call out that there have been a lot of positives too.
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Choosing Scrum or Kanban

 Trained on both
 Teams chose their approach

• 3 Scrum, 3 Kanban

 Intention
• Collaboration, Transparency, Self-

Organization

 Unexpected Outcome
• Learned about determining the 

maximum appropriate 
involvement for decisions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kicked off the reorganization with training for everyone, including stakeholders, in both Kanban and Scrum. Set the expectation with the teams that as part of forming, they would also choose the method they wanted to use.Our (senior management) intention was to not dictate “thou shall use scrum” which seems like a bad idea. We wanted to foster self-organizing and collaboration as part of that decision-making and forming process.Outcomes we expected and got: transparency about process from the teams was great. Their stakeholders loved the improved communication as well.Unexpected outcomes: Not enough structure for teams who chose Kanban initially. Didn’t push them to question assumptions enough. Didn’t make continuous improvements to process. Should senior management have directed teams to use scrum?
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Staffing Scrum Masters

 Initial opt-in approach
• Long J-curve
• Struggled with split responsibilities

 Senior Management decided to bring 
in experienced Scrum Masters

 Intention
• Improved communication & process
• Help teams without scrum masters

 Unexpected Outcomes
• Hurt feelings of people opting-in
• Skepticism among teams who hadn’t 

had them

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Did see immediate improvements as far as communication, measurements, etc. People said the felt better and were learning more. This was a lesson around communicating a good idea in the right way so that people had a shared vision of it.
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Making Senior Management a Team

 Commitment to do, not just say
• Included Purchasing & Security so 

everyone in Org was on a team
• Played Kanban, including WIP limits & 

measuring lead/cycle time

 Intention
• More focus of senior management as a 

team
• More work-sharing and alignment on 

vision

 Unexpected Outcomes
• Board didn’t reflect the actual work

 Purchasing/Security was a distraction

 Willing to scrap it and start again

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Initial standup: Kanban boardMultiple work flowsIncluded purchasing & securityTake 2:Only senior managementFocused on work-type & measuring most valuable work
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Lessons Learned

 Choosing Scrum or Kanban 
• Some things don’t matter. How decisions are implemented 

does

 Knowing intentions doesn’t always lead to expected 
results
• Senior management perspective not always same as teams’ or 

individuals’
• Methods & frequency of communication highly important

 Experimentation is key
• Keep trying. Keep everyone open to change
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Lessons Learned

 Senior management commitment & engagement is 
critical to success
• Frequent communication
• Understanding struggles facing the teams because going 

through them as well

 Senior Management as a team
• A lot more alignment within our team
• Know more about initiatives outside of my own group
• Able to swarm or share responsibilities more easily
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Questions?
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Thank You
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